ELECTRIC FLUSH
VALVE WIRING:
RED WIRE: R/+ (LEFT)
BLACK WIRE: R (RIGHT)
WHITE WIRE: 1

HIGH PRESSURE (RED)
LOW PRESSURE (BLUE)
DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE GAUGE

INLET
OUTLET
FLUSH OUTLET

GB6 ELECTRIC CONTROLLER
TEKLEEN

AUTOMATIC FILTERS, INC.
2672 S. La Cienega Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90034
(310) 839-2828 FAX (310) 839-6878

TITLE
ABW2-LP FILTER W/ GB6 CONTROLLER, NO PISTON & ELECTRIC FLUSH VALVE

DRAWN
R. LAM 01/26/18
CHECKED

SIZE
DRAW NO
A WIRE-ABW2LP-GB6-EFV-LAY-03 N/A
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